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Abstract
From 1 105 045 hadronic Z0 decays observed with the OPAL detector at the LEP e+e collider,
21 732 four-jet events are selected. A simultaneous t of three selected angular variables from
these events by the second order QCD matrix element calculation yields

CA=CF = 2:11  0:16(stat:)  0:28(syst:)
TF =CF = 0:40  0:11(stat:)  0:14(syst:)

for the ratios of colour factors, in agreement with SU(3) expectations of CA=CF = 9=4 and
TF =CF = 3=8.
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1 Introduction
The dynamics of a gauge theory, such as Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), are completely
de ned by the commutation relations between its group generators T i:
h

i

Ti ; Tj = i

X

k

f ijk  T k ;

(1)

where the coecients f ijk are the structure constants, and the generators T i can be represented
as matrices. The generators and structure constants appear in the vertex functions of Feynman
graphs. In perturbative calculations, the average and sum over all possible colour con gurations
in, respectively, the initial and nal states lead to the appearance of combinatoric factors CF ,
CA and TF [1], where
X

k;

X

j;k

T kTk =  CF

f jkm f jkn = mn CA

X

;

T m T n = mn TF :

(2)

These quantities, known as the colour factors, are physical manifestations of the underlying
group structure. In the case of strong interactions, they represent the relative strengths of
the processes q ! qg, g ! gg and g ! qq, respectively. Measurements of the ratios
between the colour factors, for instance CA=CF and TF =CF , are sucient to distinguish between
di erent gauge groups. For a theory based on SU(3), such as QCD, these ratios have values
of CA=CF = 9=4 and TF =CF = 3=8. For the Abelian gluon model U(1)3, from which gluon
self-couplings are absent, they are CA=CF = 0 and TF =CF = 3. For the non-Abelian group
SO(3), CA =CF = TF =CF = 1.
A simultaneous measurement of the ratios CA=CF and TF =CF at e+e colliders is possible
through the study of angular correlations in four-jet events. Previous studies of four-jet events
by the OPAL, L3 and VENUS Collaborations, using angular observables sensitive to TF =CF ,
have shown the experimental results to be incompatible with the Abelian gluon model [2, 3, 4].
Subsequently, the DELPHI and ALEPH Collaborations have published measured values of
CA =CF and TF =CF [5, 6, 7].
In this paper, we present new measurements of CA=CF and TF =CF . The data were collected
with the OPAL detector at the LEP e+e collider. Values of CA =CF and TF =CF are extracted
from a t of theory to data using a three-dimensional distribution of three angular variables
constructed from four-jet event data. A review of the theoretical basis for this study is given in
section 2. In section 3, we present a brief account of the OPAL detector and the data sample
used in this analysis. In section 4, we describe the jet algorithm and four-jet event selection
procedure. Our measurement of the colour factor ratios and the evaluation of systematic
uncertainties are discussed in sections 5 and 6. Our nal results are presented in section 7.
Section 8 contains a discussion and summary.
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2 Theoretical basis
Within the framework of QCD, four-jet events can occur in e+e annihilations through two
basic processes: e+e ! qqgg and e+e ! qqqq. The di erential four-jet cross section is
therefore:
d4(yij ) = dqqgg (yij ) + dqqqq (yij ) ;
(3)

where yij = (pi + pj ) (pi + pj )=s are normalised two-body invariant masses, with indices i and
j running over the four partons. To order 2S , the e+e ! qqgg term includes contributions
from eight tree-level graphs, divided into three classes: the double-bremsstrahlung (DB) graphs
of gures 1(a) and 1(b), and the triple-gluon vertex (TGV) graph of gure 1(c). The resulting
di erential cross section can be expressed as a sum of three terms in which the colour factors
appear only as coecients accompanying group-independent kinematic functions A(yij ), B (yij ),
and C (yij ) [8]:


1
C
C
A
A
A(yij ) + 1 2 C B (yij ) + C C (yij ) d~yij :
(4)
0 qqgg (yij ) = 
F
F
In the above equation, 0 denotes the Born cross section for the process e+e ! qq, and d~yij the
product of the di erentials of any ve of the six yij variables (for example, dy12dy13dy14dy23dy24).
Loosely speaking, A(yij ) in the above expression is the contribution of the DB graphs, C (yij ) is
that of the TGV graph, and B (yij ) is the interference term. More rigorously, while A(yij ) does
contain the self-squared terms from all of the DB graphs and C (yij ) those of the TGV graphs,
all three contain interference terms between the eight contributing graphs.

1 d



S CF

2





The e+e ! qqqq process also has eight contributing graphs, all belonging to the class
shown in gure 1(d). The di erential cross section calculated from these graphs can also be
written in a factorised form:
1 d (y ) =  S CF 2 N TF D(y ) + 1 1 CA  E (y ) d~y ;
(5)
F
ij
ij
0 qqqq ij

CF ij
2 CF
where D(yij ) and E (yij ) are group-independent kinematic functions, and NF is the number of
active quark avours.
The relative contributions of the ve terms A(yij ): : : E (yij ) depend on the actual gauge
group and on the infra-red cut-o by which jets are de ned. In this study, we employ an
invariant mass jet- nder, described below, for which there is a single resolution parameter, ycut .
Over a wide range of ycut values, the integrals of A(yij ), B (yij ) and C (yij ) are comparable in
size, while that of D(yij ) is about a factor of ve smaller, and E (yij ) yet another factor of
ve smaller than D(yij ). Folding in the colour factors, the contribution of E (yij ) is negligible
compared to that of D(yij ) for most known groups, so that the fraction of four-quark events
in four-jet events is, to high accuracy, proportional to NF TF =CF ; the product NF TF is often
abbreviated to TR.
The group-independence of A(yij ): : : E (yij ), and the form of the cross section expressions
(4) and (5), imply that the ratios CA=CF and TR=CF can be determined experimentally by
5

tting a linear combination of these ve functions to the yij distributions constructed from
data. Equivalently, the experimental distribution of any variable,  , which is sensitive to di erences between the kinematic functions A(yij ): : : E (yij ), can be used in a t of the theoretical
distributions A( ): : :E ( ) to obtain the colour factor ratios.
In this study, we employed the second of the two methods above, extracting values for

CA =CF and TR=CF from a t of the second-order matrix element calculation to data using a

three-dimensional distribution of three angular variables which are sensitive to the QCD group
structure. Labelling jets in order of descending energy, such that jet 1 has the highest energy
and jet 4 the lowest energy, these three variables are:
(a) the Bengtsson-Zerwas correlation [9], cos BZ , which is the absolute value of the cosine of
the angle between the plane spanned by jets 1 and 2 and that by jets 3 and 4,
cos  = (~p1  ~p2)  (~p3  ~p4) ;
(6)
BZ

j~p1  ~p2j j~p3  ~p4j

 j, which is the absolute value of the
(b) the modi ed Nachtmann-Reiter variable [10], jcos NR
cosine of the angle between the vectors ~p1 ~p2 and ~p3 p~4,
and
(7)
jcos  j = (~p1 ~p2)  (p~3 p~4 ) ;
NR

(c) cos

34

j~p1 ~p2j jp~3 p~4 j

[5], the cosine of the angle between the two lowest energy jets,
cos

34

= jpp~~3 jj~p~p4j :
3

4

(8)

Figures 2(a), (b) and (c) show, for the three variables, the theoretical distributions for events
from the ve kinematic classes corresponding to A(yij ): : :E (yij )1. It is seen from gures 2(a)
and 2(b) that the distributions from classes D and E are markedly di erent from the corresponding distributions from classes A, B and C . These two variables are therefore sensitive to
variations in TR=CF . In the last plot, gure 2(c), both C (cos 34) and D(cos 34) are seen to
behave di erently from the other distributions, so that cos 34 is sensitive to both CA =CF and
TR=CF [5]. The three selected variables are not entirely independent of each other. For the event
 j), (cos BZ ; cos 34 ),
selection used in this study, the correlation coecients (cos BZ ; jcos NR

and (jcos NRj ; cos 34), have values of 0.66, 0.18 and 0.29, respectively.

3 Detector and data sample
A detailed description of the OPAL detector is found elsewhere [11]. For this study, we use
information from the central tracking detector and the electromagnetic calorimeter.
1 These distributions were obtained from the parton-level Monte Carlo discussed in section 5.1.
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The tracking of the charged particles is performed with the central detector, which contains
a silicon microvertex detector [12] and three systems of drift chambers: an inner vertex chamber,
a large volume jet chamber, and specialised chambers at the outer radius of the jet chamber
used to improve position measurements in the z-direction2 . The tracking chambers are enclosed
by a solenoidal magnet providing an axial eld of approximately 0.435 T. Most of the tracking
information is provided by the jet chamber, which gives up to 159 space points per track and
nearly 100% track- nding eciency in the region jcos j < 0:92. The momentum resolution for
charged tracks is p=p  5% at p  45 GeV/c. The average angular resolution is approximately
0.1 mrad in  and 1 mrad in .
Electromagnetic energy is measured using an array of lead-glass blocks located outside the
magnet coil, separated into a barrel (jcos j < 0:82), and two end-cap (0:81 < jcos j < 0:98)
sections. Each block provides an angular coverage of roughly 4040 mrad2, and a depth of about
25 radiation lengths to the back of the calorimeter. Contiguous blocks with energy deposition
above threshold are grouped into clusters. Clusters in the barrel that match extrapolated track
coordinates at the entrance to the calorimeter to within 80 mrad in  and 150 mrad in 
are associated with a charged track, and are excluded to avoid double-counting of energy. A
corresponding cut is made on clusters in the end-caps, but with limits of 50 mrad in both 
and .
The analysis presented in this paper is based on 1 105 045 Z0 hadronic decays collected by
OPAL during 1991 and 1992, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of about 35 pb 1 .
Speci cations of the OPAL trigger system and the online event selection are found in references [13] and [14], respectively. For the geometrical region used in this study, the selection
eciency is better than 99.6%. In addition, standard quality cuts are made on the tracks and
clusters. Each charged track is required to have (a) at least 20 measured points in the jet chamber, (b) transverse momentum in the r  plane greater than 0.15 GeV/c, (c) jcos j < 0:94,
(d) distance of closest approach to the origin in the r  plane of no more than 5 cm, and
(e) 2 per degree-of-freedom of less than 100 for the track t in the r  plane. Apart from
being unassociated with charged tracks, electromagnetic clusters must also span at least two
lead-glass blocks, and have a minimum total deposited energy of 0.1 GeV in the barrel section,
or 0.3 GeV in the end-cap sections. Accepted charged tracks and clusters are treated like individual particles in the subsequent analysis. Charged tracks are assigned the pion mass, and
clusters are treated as photons. Finally, each event is required to have at least ve charged
tracks in order to reduce contamination from e+e !  + events.

4 Four-jet event selection
The selection of four-jet events is performed in three steps. First, we use an invariant mass
jet- nding algorithm to de ne jets. Starting by assigning each particle to be an individual jet,
r

2 The standard OPAL coordinate system is de ned so that z is the coordinate parallel to the e+ e beam axis,

is the coordinate normal to the beam axis,  is the azimuthal angle and  is the polar angle with respect to z .
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the rescaled invariant mass s^ij is calculated for each jet pair:
cos ij ) ;
s^ij = 2EiEj  (1
2
E
vis

(9)

where Evis is the sum of the energies of the accepted particles, Ei is the energy of jet i (initially
the energy of an individual particle), and ij is the angle between jets i and j . The pair with
the smallest value of s^ij is combined into a single jet k, where the momentum vector ~pk and
energy Ek of the new jet are given by

p~k = ~pi + ~pj
Ek = j~pk j :

(10)

This method of combining jets is known as the JADE-P0 scheme [15, 16]. The s^ij values are
then recalculated for the remaining jets. This procedure is repeated until exactly four jets
remain. The polar angle i of each jet in the event is required to lie in the range jcos ij < 0:90.
In order to reduce background from poorly reconstructed events, each jet is required to contain
at least three particles, and to have a minimum visible energy, (Eiv ) min, of 3 GeV. The visible
energy of a jet, Eiv , is found by summing the energies of the particles assigned to the jet.
Second, the polar and azimuthal angles, (i; i), of the jet momentum vectors ~pi are used
to obtain a more precise determination of the jet energies. This process makes use of fourmomentum conservation, and assumes the jets to represent massless partons, leading to a fourdimensional matrix equation in which the calculated jet energies, Eic, appear as the unknowns
to be solved. This procedure is essentially the three-dimensional analogue of the method of
calculating jet energies from opening angles in three-jet events (see, for instance, reference [17]).
Third, we apply a lower acceptance limit of ycut= 0:03 on the normalised invariant mass, yij ,
determined from ij and Eic for each pair of jets,

yij 

2Eic Ejc  (1 cos ij )
2
Ecm

> ycut ;

(11)

with Ecm the centre-of-mass energy. This value of ycut is chosen because it results in well
separated jets, while still yielding reasonable event statistics. As a systematic check, we also
tested other values of ycut (section 6). In both the rst and third steps, the JADE-P0 metric
is used for the combination of jets. This particular scheme is chosen for two reasons: it gives
excellent angular resolution for the jets, and it corresponds closely to the metric used for merging
partons in the theoretical calculation we employ [18].
A total of 22 106 events are selected following the above prescription. This three-stage
procedure has the advantage of allowing us to incorporate the calculated jet energies directly
into the event selection. This feature serves to reduce hadronisation and detector corrections
in the analysis, as discussed in section 5.3.
The sample of events selected using this procedure contains ve-jet events. To identify these
ve-jet events, the jet- nder is applied once more as in the rst step of the selection procedure
8

described above, but stopping jet combination when ve jets remain. The normalised invariant
mass, yij , is calculated for each of the ten pairs of jets in the same manner as in equation (11),
except that the visible energies Eiv are used in place of Eic, and the event visible energy Evis
is used in place of Ecm , since the technique of calculated jet energies cannot be extended to
a ve-body problem. Those events for which the minimum normalised invariant mass exceeds
ycut = 0:03 are identi ed as ve-jet events and are eliminated from the sample. A total of 374
such events are found, leaving 21 732 four-jet events for this study.

5 Analysis
For the extraction of the colour factor ratios CA=CF and TR=CF , we choose as our theoretical reference the distributions generated directly from the di erential cross sections given in
equations (4)-(5). These theoretical distributions are obtained from a parton level Monte Carlo
calculation. The measured distributions are corrected for the e ects of hadronisation and the
detector before being tted by the theory. A brief outline of the analysis procedure is given in
the following paragraph, followed by a more detailed description.
First, having ordered the jets in descending order in the calculated energy Eic, the vector of
 j ; cos 34), is computed for each measured event and entered
observables, ~v = (cos BZ ; jcos NR
into a three-dimensional histogram, R(~v). Next, we apply bin-by-bin corrections for hadronisation and detector distortions. The correction functions are obtained from Monte Carlo (MC)
events based on second order QCD. The contents of the data distribution R(~v) are multiplied
by the correction function values to yield the corrected data distribution, T (~v). Finally, T (~v)
is tted by a linear combination of the reference distributions A(~v): : :E (~v), obtained from the
parton level MC sample. The accompanying coecients are constrained to have the same form
as they appear in equations (4)-(5), leaving CA =CF , TR=CF and the overall normalisation as
the t parameters.

5.1 Monte Carlo simulation
For this study, qq, qqg, qqgg and qqqq events are generated according to the Ellis-Ross-Terrano
matrix element calculation (ERT-ME), implemented in JETSET version 7.3 [18]. In this implementation, infra-red divergence of gluon radiation is handled by an invariant mass cut between
partons, using a jet combination scheme analogous to the JADE-P0 one [19]. The ERT calculation neglects parton masses and therefore does not distinguish between di erent quark avours.
This omission is partially remedied in JETSET: quark avours are assigned to quarks according to calculated probabilities, quark masses are included by rescaling the momenta of quark
jets, and those events falling outside of the phase-space region allowed for massive quarks are
reassigned to be two-jet events. This procedure is known to give a reasonable approximation
of the expected mass suppression [18].
9

The generation of four-parton events in JETSET is performed using a standard acceptancerejection technique. The actual value of each term of the di erential cross section in equations (4)-(5) is therefore available. For use in this analysis, a small addition is made to the
standard JETSET code in order to write out the partial weights wA : : :wE , which correspond to
the contribution of the ve terms for each event generated. These weights are normalised such
that wA + wB + wC = 1, wD = wE = 0 for qqgg events, and wA = wB = wC = 0, wD + wE = 1
for qqqq events. This choice of normalisation allows us to extract the theoretical reference
distributions A(~v): : :E (~v). The distribution of B (~v), for example, is constructed by entering ~v
from each event into a histogram with weight wB .
All MC events are generated assuming standard SU(3) colour factors, with an invariant
mass limit of ycut= 0:01, which is the smallest value allowed in JETSET. A renormalisation
2 = 1 is known to give only about half the expected rate of four-jet events
scale of x2  2=Ecm
if S () is derived from the three-jet rate [20]. To avoid the resulting over-estimation of twoand three-jet background in the simulated event sample, an optimised renormalisation scale of
x2 = 0:002 (default in JETSET) is used instead, to generate the correct proportion of two-,
three- and four-jet events [21]. We note that as far as four-jet events are concerned, only the
production rate and not the internal structure is a ected by the choice of .
For the construction of the reference distributions and the numerator distribution for the
correction function, we select only four-parton events from the MC. Using the directions of the
partons, we determine the calculated energies Eic and apply a cut at ycut= 0:03, following the
last two steps in section 4. For use in the nal t, each reference distribution is divided by the
value of its accompanying coecient in equations (4)-(5), corresponding to the SU(3) colour
factors assumed for the simulation.
For example,
the distributions accumulated for both B (~v)
h
i
1
and E (~v) are divided by 1 2 (CA=CF ) = 0:125. We thus obtain the group independent
reference distributions A(~v): : :E (~v) needed for the t.
To construct the denominator distribution for the correction function, MC events are hadronised according to the Lund string model [22] in JETSET, using parameters tuned simultaneously to OPAL measurements of event shapes and the asymmetry of the energy-energy correlation function at x2 = 0:002 [23]. These hadronic events are then passed through the OPAL
detector simulation program [24]. The resulting events are subjected to the same analysis and
selection procedures as the data.

5.2 Data correction
To correct for detector and hadronisation e ects, a simple bin-by-bin technique is employed.
corr is constructed for each bin (i; j; k ) of the three-dimensional data
A correction function fijk
histogram, Rijk , using the MC samples discussed in section 5.1. If Pijk and Qijk are the MC
predictions for the contents of bin (i; j; k) at the parton and detector levels, respectively, after
normalisation to the same number of events, then the correction function is given by
corr = Pijk :
fijk
Q
ijk
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(12)

The corrected data distribution Tijk is then
corr  R
Tijk = fijk
ijk :

(13)

 j and cos 34 used in
The three-dimensional distribution of the variables cos BZ , jcos NR
our analysis is formed by dividing each variable range into eight equally-spaced bins. This bin
spacing is chosen because it corresponds roughly to the estimated experimental resolution for
measuring each of the three variables. Due to partial correlations between the three variables
 j), the three-dimensional phase space is restricted, such
(especially between cos BZ and jcos NR
that 100 of the 512 bins contain no events in either the data or detector-level MC. These bins
corr for the other 412 bins are shown by the solid
are excluded from the t. The values of fijk
histogram in gure 3. The distribution is seen to be peaked near unity and to be roughly
Gaussian, with tails extending to lower and higher values. These tails correspond to regions
where the acceptance drops o sharply at the detector level. To eliminate these regions, those
corr is less than 0.7 or greater than 1.3 are excluded. Most of the 66 bins so
bins for which fijk
excluded are found in the region cos BZ > 0:875, corresponding to the peak at the right edge
of gure 2(a) where the four jets are nearly coplanar. Of the remaining 346 bins, a further 51
are rejected because they contain fewer than seven events in the data distribution. A repeat
of the t with these bins restored, and the errors estimated according to Poissonian statistics,
does not yield any signi cant change in the result.

5.3 E ect of using calculated jet energies
In this study, the energies calculated from the directions of the jets, Eic, are used both to
compute yij values for the four-jet event selection, and to order the jets in energy for the
 j and cos 34. Being less sensitive to detector ineciencies,
evaluation of cos BZ , jcos NR
hadronisation uctuations, and uncertainties in the assignment of particles, the calculated
energies Eic give a more reliable measure of the energies of the four parent partons than the
normalised visible jet
energies, E~iv , where E~iv are the visible energies Eiv introduced in section 4
P4
rescaled such that i=1 E~iv = Ecm . To illustrate this improvement, we compare Eic and E~iv
to the energy of the parent parton in MC events. A one-to-one association of jets to partons
isP made by selecting the one assignment, out of 24 possible permutations, which minimises
4  2, where  is the angle between the ith parton and the jet assigned to it. It is seen in
i
i=1 i
gure 4(a) that the energy resolution is improved by about a factor of two for the two harder
jets. However, the improvement between E~iv and Eic is smaller for the two softer jets, as seen
in gure 4(b).
The better precision of Eic relative to E~iv o ers two advantages. First, the yij values calculated using Eic in equation (11) give a better measure of the yij between the parent partons
than those calculated using E~iv . The event selection at the detector-level is therefore better
matched to that at the parton-level when calculated jet energies are used. Second, the use
 j and cos 34 .
of Eic reduces errors in energy ordering in the computation of cos BZ , jcos NR
While these variables are, by construction, invariant under the exchange between jets 1 and 2
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and between jets 3 and 4, which account for most of the mis-ordering seen in MC events, the
better resolution of Eic also reduces the residual mis-ordering between one of the two harder
jets and one of the two softer jets; the fraction of events where one of the two harder jets is
incorrectly identi ed as one of the two softer jets is reduced from about 30%, when ordering
by E~iv , to about 20%, when ordering by Eic . Therefore, the use of calculated jet energies also
 j and cos 34 values.
improves the accuracy of the measured cos BZ , jcos NR
The increased precision, both of the event selection and of the energy ordering, combine to
reduce the correction for detector and hadronisation e ects in this study. This improvement is
demonstrated in gure 3, in which we compare the distribution of the values of the correction
corr , computed using E c , shown by the solid histogram, to that constructed using E~ v ,
function, fijk
i
i
shown by the dashed histogram. While the latter does show an enhancement near unity, it does
not have the well-de ned peak seen in the former. This reduction in the correction between
the detector- and parton-levels should render our analysis less sensitive to uncertainties in the
modelling of the hadronisation process and to inaccuracies in the detector simulation program.

5.4 Extraction of colour factor ratios
To obtain the colour factor ratios CA=CF and TR=CF , the predicted theoretical distribution,
(Tijk )pred:, given by the weighted sum of the normalised theoretical reference distributions
Aijk : : : Eijk , is tted to the corrected data distribution Tijk .



CA C
(Tijk )pred: =  Aijk + 1 21 CCA Bijk + C
ijk
F 
F


A
+ CTR Dijk + 1 21 C
(14)
C Eijk ;
F

F

where  is the overall normalisation parameter. The t is linearised by the following substitutions:
x = CA=CF
y = TR=CF
Uijk = Aijk + Bijk + Eijk
Vijk = Cijk Bijk =2 Eijk =2 ;
(15)
and takes on the standard form
(Tijk )pred: = Uijk + xVijk + yDijk :
(16)
Minimisation of 2 leads to a linear system of three equations in the three variables , x and
y, which can be solved by matrix inversion. From the best- t values of (,x,y) and their
covariances, values of CA =CF , TR=CF , and their statistical errors (CA=CF ) and (TR=CF ) are
derived. The covariance matrix element (2CA=CF )(TR=CF ) is calculated from

(2CA=CF )(TR=CF ) 2 xy2
= +
(CA =CF )(TR=CF ) 2 xy
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2
x
y2 :
x y

(17)

Fitting the corrected distribution from data, we obtain a 2/d.o.f. of 290/292 and the following
values for CA =CF , TR=CF , their statistical errors, and the correlation parameter stat
(CA =CF )(TR =CF ) :

CA=CF = 2:11  0:16
stat
(CA =CF )(TR=CF ) 

TR=CF = 2:01  0:54
(2CA=CF )(TR=CF )
(CA=CF )(TR=CF )

(18)

= 0:19 :

The result of the t is illustrated in gure 5. The three one-dimensional projections along
 j and cos 34 of the corrected data distribution are shown by the data points,
cos BZ , jcos NR
plotted over the projections of the theoretical t represented by the solid histograms. For
purposes of display, the number of bins for gure 5 has been increased beyond the eight per
variable used in the t.

6 Systematic uncertainties
The evaluation of the systematic uncertainties of our measurements included the study of six
e ects. The results of these systematic studies are summarised in table 1 and a brief description
is given in the following paragraphs.
The rst e ect examined is the uncertainty related to the measurement process and the
accuracy of the MC detector simulation. The e ect was evaluated by repeating the analysis
once using charged tracks alone and a second time using clusters alone for both the data and
the detector-level MC sample. For the analysis using charged tracks alone, the same selection
criteria as described for the standard analysis were applied. For the analysis using clusters alone,
all clusters { both those associated and those unassociated with charged tracks { were used,
and a requirement that at least eight clusters be present in an event replaced the requirement
of at least ve charged tracks: otherwise the selection criteria were the same as those of the
standard analysis.
A second uncertainty examined is that associated with the correction procedure. The contribution from this source was evaluated by varying the principal hadronisation parameters of
the Monte Carlo, q and a [22]. The analysis was repeated twice. In the rst iteration, q
corr were
was decreased by about 10% from its nominal value, before the correction values fijk
determined, while a was held at its tuned value. In the second iteration, a was increased by
about 10% while q was held at its nominal value. These changes correspond roughly to one
standard deviation variations in the parameter values allowed for the ERT-ME generator at the
Z0 energy, as found by the LEP experiments [23, 25, 26, 27]. A third parameter, b, is strongly
correlated with a, and was therefore kept xed.
A third uncertainty is due to the possible presence of two- and three-jet-like events in the
four-jet sample. This uncertainty was assessed by repeating the analysis using values of 2.0 and
5.0 GeV for the minimum visible jet energy, (Eiv ) min, rather than the value of 3.0 GeV used in
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the standard analysis. A smaller value of (Eiv ) min allows additional two- and three-jet-like events
to satisfy the four-jet selection criteria, since a \jet" is more likely to arise as a consequence
of uctuations in the hadronisation and detection processes. To indicate the in uence of the
(Eiv ) min value, we counted the number of two- and three-parton events in the detector-level MC
which passed the four-jet criteria: we found these events to represent 2.5%, 1.1% and 0.2% of
the four-jet MC sample for a (Eiv ) min value of 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0 GeV, respectively.
In the fourth study, uncertainties related to the jet de nition were evaluated by repeating
the analysis using the Durham k? [28] and the Luclus [18] jet- nders in the rst step of the
event selection in section 4, in place of the JADE-P0 one. In particular, Luclus represents a
substantially di erent approach to de ning jets compared to the k? and JADE-P0 methods.
Fifth, the uncertainty arising from the bins selected for the t was evaluated by repeating
corr in the ranges 0:5 < f corr < 2:0 and
the analysis using values of the correction function fijk
ijk
corr
corr
0:8 < fijk < 1:2, in place of the range 0:7 < fijk < 1:3 used previously.
Last, a potential shortcoming of the ERT matrix element in describing four-jet data is
the absence of quark masses. The JETSET implementation of ERT includes the e ects of
quark masses on the kinematics, as noted in section 5.1, but not on the angular structure of
the events it produces. To estimate the in uence of nite quark masses on our results, we
performed parton level MC studies using the qqgg, qqqq generator of Ballestrero, Maina and
Moretti (BMM) [29] and the qqgg, qq~g~g generator of M~unoz-Tapia and Stirling (MS) [30]. The
rst of these generators includes quark masses in the matrix element in a general way, while
the second includes them for the gluino ~g only, which is taken to be a massive b quark for
the purposes of this analysis 3. We generated the three-dimensional distribution of cos BZ ,
 j and cos 34 using the BMM and MS generators and obtained values for CA =CF and
jcos NR
TR=CF by tting them following the procedure given in section 5.4, using the ERT formulae for
the theoretical reference distributions A(yij ): : : E (yij ) as in our standard analysis. The BMM
and MS samples were generated with and without a non-zero value for the b quark mass. The
masses of the other quarks were maintained at zero. The b quark mass used was 5 GeV/c2.
For CA=CF , the results obtained using BMM and MS remained the same for zero and non-zero
b quark masses and were in agreement with the QCD value for this ratio. For TR=CF , both
the BMM and MS programs predicted a shift downwards of -0.1, relative to the QCD result,
if massive b quarks were used in the qqqq events (for MS, these are qq~g~g events). The BMM
program predicted a net upward shift of +0.2 in TR=CF , however, if massive b quarks were
allowed to appear in the qqgg events as well. We conclude that nite quark masses do not
a ect our results for CA=CF , and that the measured TR=CF would be shifted by 0:2 if quark
masses were included in the theoretical reference distributions.
For all the e ects listed above, we follow common practice and de ne the systematic uncertainty by taking half the full-range deviation observed when the condition was varied, including
the standard result presented in section 5.4. The systematic errors so obtained are listed in
table 2. The di erent sources of systematic uncertainty were added in quadrature to de ne the
3 Gluinos have the same spin as quarks so that the angular structure of qq~g~g events is the same as that of

qqqq events.
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total systematic error. For CA=CF , the largest uncertainties are associated with the choice of
the jet- nder and the estimate of the two- and three-jet background. For TR=CF , the largest
uncertainties arise from the choice of the jet- nder, the measurement process and the correction
procedure. The variations in CA=CF and TR=CF observed in table 1 were used to evaluate the
correlation between the systematic errors of the two colour factor ratios. We obtain:
sys
(19)
(CA =CF )(TR=CF ) = 0:57 :
This value is assumed when combining the systematic and statistical uncertainties. The inclusion of this correlation does not a ect the error for the individual CA=CF and TR=CF measurements, but it does a ect the con dence level contours if CA=CF and TR=CF are considered in
a two-dimensional space (see section 7).
For completeness, three additional cross-checks were made. First, the analysis was repeated
using from six to ten equally spaced bins in each of the three variables, rather than eight
bins as in the standard analysis. No signi cant shifts were seen in the results. Second, the
ycut value was varied. While essentially no variation was seen in TR=CF , increased ycut values
caused a shift toward higher CA=CF for the standard track selection. For example, a ycut
value of 0.05 (the highest value we tested) resulted in CA =CF = 3:04  0:47(stat:). However,
this shift was absent when charged tracks alone were used: for ycut = 0:05, we found CA =CF
to be 1:87  0:45(stat:) using charged tracks alone. We interpret this di erence between the
results found using charged tracks alone or the standard track selection to be an experimental
e ect already taken into consideration in the above systematic studies. Note that the analysis
employing larger ycut values provides an implicit test of the e ects of ve-jet events on our
results, since some of the events which had been classi ed as ve-jet events using ycut = 0:03
become classi ed as four-jet events, and thus enter the experimental distributions. Third, a
comparison was made between the results of our standard analysis and those obtained choosing
 j and cos 34, combined in two-dimensional ts, rather
di erent combinations of cos BZ , jcos NR
than a three-dimensional one. The two-dimensional ts were found to yield consistent results
with the three-dimensional one.

7 Final results
Combining the individual contributions to the overall systematic error, we obtain:
CA=CF = 2:11  0:16 (stat:)  0:28 (syst:)
TR=CF = 2:01  0:54 (stat:)  0:68 (syst:) :
(20)
Adding statistical and systematic errors in quadrature, while taking account of correlations
between the systematic uncertainties as given in equation (19), and dividing TR by ve active
quark avours, we obtain the following nal results:
CA=CF = 2:11  0:32
TF =CF = 0:40  0:17
(21)
(CA =CF )(TF =CF ) = 0:45
:
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The central values are marked in gure 6 by the star. The 68% and 95% con dence level
intervals are bounded by the solid and dashed ellipses, respectively. The predictions of various
gauge models are also plotted in the gure. Our result is clearly in agreement with the standard
QCD expectations of CA =CF = 9=4 and TF =CF = 3=8, indicated by the triangle in the gure.
All models shown with open squares and circles are already excluded by the fact that they do
not contain three degrees of freedom (colours) for quarks. The only groups other than SU(3)
which contain three quark colours are the U(1)3 Abelian gluon model and SO(3), both of which
are excluded by this study.

8 Discussion and summary
Four-jet events are selected from hadronic Z0 decays recorded by the OPAL detector at the
LEP e+e collider, using the JADE-P0 jet- nder with a jet resolution cut of ycut= 0:03. Three j and cos 34. The experimental
dimensional distributions are constructed for cos BZ , jcos NR
distribution of the selected observables is tted by a linear combination of the theoretical
reference distributions generated using a second order matrix element calculation, in which the
four-jet state appears at tree level. We nd from the t:

CA=CF = 2:11  0:32

(22)

TF =CF = 0:40  0:17 ;
in agreement with QCD predictions of CA=CF = 9=4 and TF =CF = 3=8. These results are
consistent with those previously reported by the DELPHI and ALEPH Collaborations[7, 6].

Some new features of our analysis are that we employ the technique of calculated jet energies for four-jet events, which improves the jet energy resolution and reduces the hadronisation
and detector corrections, and that we investigate the e ect of nite quark masses on the matrix
element calculation. This analysis also includes several systematic studies not considered previously, such as the e ect of using di erent jet- nders and the evaluation of the measurement
errors by repeating our study using charged tracks alone, and electromagnetic clusters alone.
The precision of our results is limited by the systematic uncertainties. Although in good
agreement with QCD, our result of TF =CF = 0:40  0:17 is not sucient to exclude the possible
existence of a light gluino. Even in the extreme case of a massless gluino, the expected value
of TF =CF = 0:6 [31] (increased from 3/8 by the occurrence of e+e !qq~g~g events which mimic
the angular structure of four-quark events) lies only slightly beyond the 68% con dence level
upper limit of our result. The inclusion of a gluino mass of more than about 2 GeV would
bring the expectation to within one standard deviation of the measured value.
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(CA=CF )

(TR=CF )

1. Systematic e ects related to the measurement process
0:18
0:12

charged tracks only
electromagnetic clusters only

+0:22
+0:69

2. Systematic e ects related to the correction procedure

a = 1:5; q = 0:37 GeV
a = 1:7; q = 0:42 GeV

+0:05
0:01

0:46
+0:39

3. Systematic e ects related to two- and three-jet background

Eiv  2 GeV
Eiv  5 GeV

+0:19
0:14

+0:15
+0:19

4. Systematic e ects related to the choice of jet- nder
Durham (k? )
Luclus

+0:27
0:10

0:69
0:46

5. Systematic e ects related to the bin selection in the t
0:5 < f corr < 2:0
0:8 < f corr < 1:2

+0:10
+0:06

0:18
0:10

6. Systematic e ects related to quark mass e ects
+0:00

quark mass in matrix element

0:20

Table 1: Summary of systematic e ects. The di erences (CA=CF ) and (TR=CF ) are given
relative to the results of our standard analysis, CA =CF = 2:11  0:16 (stat.) and TR=CF =
2:01  0:54 (stat.).
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Item

CA=CF

TR=CF

experimental

0.09

0.35

correction procedure

0.03

0.43

2- & 3-jet background

0.17

0.10

choice of jet- nder

0.19

0.35

bin selection

0.05

0.09

quark mass

0.00

0.10

total systematic error

0.28

0.68

Table 2: Summary of systematic error contributions.
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Figure 1: Classes of Feynman graphs contributing to e+ e ! 4 jets: (a)(b) double gluon
bremsstrahlung, (c) triple gluon vertex, (d) e+e ! qqqq.
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 j, and (c) cos
Figure 2: Monte Carlo distributions for (a) cos BZ , (b) jcos NR
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34.

corr constructed using calculated jet
Figure 3: Distributions of correction function values fijk
energy (solid histogram) and using normalised visible jet energy (dashed histogram).
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Figure 4: Monte Carlo distributions of the di erence between the measured jet energy and the
parent parton energy in four-jet events for (a) the two harder jets and (b) the two softer jets.
The solid and dashed curves show, respectively, the distributions obtained using calculated jet
energies Eic, and the those obtained using normalised visible energies E~iv .
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 j, and (c) cos
Figure 5: One-dimensional projections along (a) cos BZ , (b) jcos NR
corrected data distribution (data points) and of the theoretical t (solid histogram).
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34

of the

Figure 6: Measured values of colour factor ratios CA=CF and TF =CF with 68% and 95%
con dence-level contours. Expectations from various gauge models are also shown. Those
groups shown by the open squares and circles are already excluded because they do not contain
three colour degrees of freedom for quarks.
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